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Abstract
Reactions to memorable experiences of sad music were studied by means of a survey

administered to a convenience (N = 1577), representative (N = 445), and quota sample (N =

414). The survey explored the reasons, mechanisms, and emotions of such experiences.

Memorable experiences linked with sad music typically occurred in relation to extremely

familiar music, caused intense and pleasurable experiences, which were accompanied by

physiological reactions and positive mood changes in about a third of the participants. A

consistent structure of reasons and emotions for these experiences was identified through

exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses across the samples. Three types of sadness

experiences were established, one that was genuinely negative (Grief-Stricken Sorrow)

and two that were positive (Comforting Sorrow and Sweet Sorrow). Each type of emotion

exhibited certain individual differences and had distinct profiles in terms of the underlying

reasons, mechanisms, and elicited reactions. The prevalence of these broad types of emo-

tional experiences suggested that positive experiences are the most frequent, but negative

experiences were not uncommon in any of the samples. The findings have implications for

measuring emotions induced by music and fiction in general, and call attention to the non-

pleasurable aspects of these experiences.

Introduction
The experience of sadness in musical listening is a conundrum that has been pondered by
numerous scholars. The phenomenon presents seemingly conflicting emotional experiences:
music typically induces a range of positive emotions [1] but sadness as an emotion is consid-
ered in psychology to be negative [2]. Sadness is an emotion commonly associated with music
[1], in which context it is often paradoxically related to pleasurable experiences [3–5]. Surveys
not involving music listening suggest that people link sadness with a wide range of emotions
[6–8], including nostalgia, peacefulness, and tenderness, while lab-based listening experiments
portray a similar multifaceted picture of sadness in music [9]. Yet, music-induced sadness has
been shown to generate similar negative biases in cognitive processing to those produced by
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real, autobiographically-induced sadness [10], and the emotions induced by sad music can be
discriminated from several other emotions through psychophysiology [11] including from lik-
ing using neural responses [12]. Most cultures have a special role for music (laments, funeral
songs) used in the contexts of mourning and loss [13–17]. Such examples suggest that sad
music may be linked with actual negative experiences in addition to the positive experiences
often cited. Indeed, a recent qualitative study of Western listeners found out a range of intense
experiences relating to grief and low-intensity depression to be associated with to music-
induced sadness [18], and also offered a tentative typology of such experiences (grief,melan-
cholia, and sweet sorrow).

One possibility is that studies involving music and sadness may not differentiate the emotions
experienced in sufficient detail, thus conflating inherently incompatible emotional experiences
that have distinct mechanisms, outcomes and reasons. Failure to address the key moderating vari-
ables such as the focus of the emotions (expressed or experienced), the emotion-induction mech-
anisms [11], (particularly the role of the episodic memories, or selection and familiarity with the
music [19]), may have led the field to consider only a limited range of emotional responses to sad
music: responses from individuals who actually enjoy and derive pleasure from it.

Here, we aim to clarify the relevant reasons, mechanisms, and emotions involved in musical
experiences associated with sadness. Although Taruffi and Koelsch [6] have recently provided
an overview of the contents of the emotions related to sad music, we are still far from finding
the answers to the basic questions: their study focussed on generic semantic aspects of the expe-
riences instead of episodic memories, but the latter are known to be richer than semantic
knowledge [20]. The study, focussing only on the rewarding aspect of listening to sad music,
utilised a generic self-report instrument on emotions (the Geneva Emotion Music Scale,
GEMS) that contains predominantly positive and aesthetic emotions without direct utilitarian
functions [21], which might have prevented their participants from providing nuanced details
of emotions. This is particularly problematic since the study showed that the most prevalent
type of situation in which participants chose to engage with sad music was that titled emotional
distress (breakup, grieving, etc.), examples of which are likely to involve a range of negative
emotions, as suggested by an in-depth analysis of free responses relating to participants’
engagement with sad music [18]. These analyses have suggested that strong and clearly nega-
tive emotions such as fear, anger and grief are not marginal emotions in the context of sad
music, particularly when the music is linked with autobiographical events and associations.
Moreover, the sample in the study by Taruffi and Koelsch [6] was an uncontrolled internet
sample, leaving issues of prevalence, self-selection bias and expertise unanswered.

Our aim is to elucidate what are the general characteristics of music-induced sadness. More
specifically, we aim to answer the following questions:

1. What are the characteristics of music-induced sadness in terms of the situations, changes in
physical and mental states and physical reactions?

2. What are the dominant psychological mechanisms and reasons behind the experiences
involving sad music?

3. What are the typical emotions associated with such experiences and the specific structure
underlying these?

4. How prevalent are the different types of experiences previously identified in association
with listening to sad music?

These questions were considered to be best explored through a structured survey, using
both existing instruments and a new series of questions derived from previous findings on
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music and sadness. We differentiated between generic and specific questions, the latter refer-
ring to a specific memorable example that the participants are asked to specify, since this is
known to provide more accurate and definitive information than generic questions [20]. Col-
lecting data from different samples enabled us to carry out exploratory and confirmatory factor
analyses of the main conceptual structures (reasons, mechanisms, and emotions), and offered a
better estimation of the prevalence and relevance of these themes for sadness in music.

Methods

Survey items and procedure
University of Jyväskylä Ethics Committee approval was obtained for the study. The data collec-
tion was anonymous and carried out online which meant that no full informed consent state-
ments were signed by the participants, although a statement at the beginning of the survey
explained the voluntary nature of their participation and the use and handling of the data.

In addition to basic background information of the respondents (age, gender, education,
interest in listening to music, and how often they listen to sad music) a number of key themes
were identified for the survey. Sad music was defined as “music that can be described as sad by
the listener; sad-sounding, sad atmosphere in the music, music disseminates sad narrative, etc.”

The first section dealt with broad attitudes towards sad music, implemented through an exist-
ing instrument, Attitudes towards Sad Music [22] that assesses six different types of attitudes
linked with engaging in sad music. The rationale for employing this instrument was to establish
links between the attitudes towards sad music and the memorable sad music experiences.

The second section explored the importance of 24 reasons to listen to sad music, as well as
the emotional functions of listening to sad music, derived from previous studies [6, 19, 22].
These 24 reasons, shown in Table 1, were provided as checklists from which the participant
could choose all that applied.

The third section focussed on a participant’s chosen memorable sad music experience. This
question was modelled after Adult Crying Inventory by Vingerhoets and Cornelius [23] and
was designed to probe the situation, feelings, functions, and mechanisms involved with music-
induced sadness using an episodic memory rather than relying on generic semantic memories
that often have biases [20]. First, the participants had to briefly describe the situation, then pro-
vide answers to structured questions about the situation, chronology and duration, music
choice, motivation for choosing to listen to sad music, familiarity with music, autobiographical
relevance, and the emotions or feelings experienced during the episode. For the last question,
the participants could choose terms from a list of 36 emotion terms relevant for music and sad-
ness that was partly derived from previous research [18, 21] and supplemented with terms
from pilot studies.

The participants were also asked to nominate the relevant emotion mechanisms involved
using a 10-item checklist [24]. Furthermore, answers to a short series of questions about partic-
ipants’mental and physical reactions before and after the episode were collected, and they were
requested to indicate the overall intensity and pleasantness of the experience using 7-point
likert scales. Finally, based on a previous study that examined both negative and positive emo-
tions experienced in relation to sad music [18], we asked the participants to rate the frequency
of three broad categories of emotion using a scale from 1 to 5 (1 = never, 2 = rarely, 3 = some-
times, 4 = frequently, 5 = very frequently). These broad emotion categories were as follows:
grief, consisting of deep hatred, grief, or loss; sadness consisting of depression, melancholy and
apathy; and relief consisting of comfort, relief, fulfilment, and feelings of elation.

The survey was implemented in an online service, in which the order of the items within the
sets of questions was randomised. Participation was voluntary and anonymous, although the
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participants could leave an e-mail address if they wished to participate in a prize draw includ-
ing two 50-euro vouchers.

The survey instruments were identical for all samples but were translated into English (except
for Attitudes towards Sad Music where the original English version was used) first by authors
and an independent back translation was carried out by a native speaker of both languages. Also
minor changes made to background questions relating to education, income and geographical
location. The items within the questions were randomly ordered for each participant but the
order of sets of questions remained the same (attitudes, reasons, and memorable experience).

Samples
Three samples were used in the present study. The first was a convenience sample from a single
country (Finland), hereafter S1. The second was a representative sample of the UK population
to qualify and expand the findings of the convenience sample (S2). The third sample (S3) uti-
lised quota sampling of the Finnish population to provide a selection of listeners similar to the
representative UK sample in terms of gender and amount of listening to sad music in the repre-
sentative of UK sample. The purpose of this was to facilitate the comparison between the two
countries. A numerical summary of the samples S1-S3 is given in S1 Table.

Convenience sample (S1) A convenience sample was utilised since the aim was to obtain a
large number of responses on this specific topic. The national media in Finland agreed to

Table 1. Loadings of the most frequent reasons for listening to sadmusic across the three rotated fac-
tors (loadings below 0.32 are not displayed).

Reason (I listen to sad music to. . .) PC1 PC2 PC3

. . . to channel my emotions 0.71

. . . to get in touch with my emotions 0.70α

. . . to reminisce about past events/places/people 0.66

. . . to get comfort (music acts as a supportive friend) 0.63α

. . . to re-experience feelings I have experienced before 0.62α

. . . to match my emotional state with the music 0.50

. . . to feel closer to my loved ones 0.45

. . . to sort my thoughts 0.45

. . . to share my feelings induced by music with others 0.68

. . . to reveal my musical preferences to others 0.68α

. . . to let the music express thoughts to others 0.68α

. . . to feel connected with the other(s) 0.65α

. . . to experience sense of belonging to a community 0.55

. . . to calm down and relax 0.70α

. . . to empathize with the expressive quality in the music 0.65α

. . . because I find it beautiful 0.65

. . . to enhance my mood 0.53

. . . to empathize with the story conveyed by music 0.43α

. . . to experience new feelings 0.41

Alpha 0.86 0.81 0.82

Loadings 2.96 2.19 2.16

Variance explained 16% 12% 11%

Table notes. Items indicated with α belong to the simplified CFA based on the three highest alpha values

within the factors.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157444.t001
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circulate the call for the survey. This is a similar recruitment technique to that used in previous
studies [6, 8], and has the potential problem of appealing particularly to people who are likely
to be positive about music or music and sadness. 1596 participants completed the survey, out
of which 71% were women, and this proportion was constant across age range (18-74,
M = 36.08 SD = 12.71). The participants were better educated than the Finnish population,
58.8% of the participants possessed BA/MA equivalent or higher level education (29.3% in Fin-
land), and 21.7% reported Basic education or less (30.6% in Finland). On average, the partici-
pants were highly interested in music; 19.4% classified themselves as non-musicians, 40.7% as
music lovers, 31.1% as amateur musicians, 5.5% as semi-professionals, and 3.3% as profession-
als. Most participants listened to music at least once a day (42.6%), or several times a day
(42.4%), or multiple times a week (11.3%). The frequency of participant’s experiences of listen-
ing to sad music is shown in S1 Table, which support the notion that these participants do
engage in listening to sad music (47.4% often or frequently).

Representative sample (S2) To explore the reliability and generalisibility of the findings of the
convenience sample, the same survey was administered to a representative sample from a differ-
ent country. A stratified sample of UK citizens was taken, in which region, age and gender formed
the individually controlled strata. The sample was obtained from SurveyMonkey Audience (www.
surveymonkey.com/mp/audience), and consisted of 445 participants. 53.3% of the sample were
women, and age range followed the UK age distribution (18-24 9.19%, 25-34 17.26%, 35-44
22.42%, 45-54 25.56%, 55-64 22.87% 65-74 2.24% 75+ 0.45%). The frequency of listening to sad
music by the representative sample is shown in Supporting Information (S1 Table).

Quota sample (S3) The third sample utilised quota sampling to create a sampling in which
there were equal numbers of each gender and those listening to sad music (5 categories) as in
the representative UK sample. The purpose was to seek a balanced representation of men and
women who would not be especially keen on music and sadness in order to compare the find-
ings with other samples that will vary in this respect. This data collection was, of course, carried
after the representative (UK) sample was made.

As expected, the S1 and S2 differed in terms of several background variables such as age dis-
tribution (χ2(5) = 146.6, p<.001), gender (χ2(1) = 71.4, p<.001) and the frequency of listening
to sad music (χ2(4) = 215.8, p<.001), see S1 Table for details. However, the S3 sample was not
different from the S2 with respect to gender (χ2(1) = 0.56, p = 0.46) and frequency of listening
to sad music (χ2(4) = 7.6, p = .11). The S2 and S3 were inherently different, since they were col-
lected from different countries, and were sampled in a different fashion. Hence, the details in
the samples did not match (for example, there is an age difference between the S2 and S3, χ2(5)
= 62.5 p<.001). However, using such separate samples allows us to disentangle the contribu-
tion of the sample differences to the results. We will explore other sample related differences
more closely within the main research questions.

Results
The analysis strategy consists of providing descriptive summaries of the main questions with
all samples. The structure discovery of the reasons and emotions was carried out with Explor-
atory Factor Analysis (EFA) using the largest sample (S1) after which the identified structures
were tested with the two other samples using Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA).

In the S1, outlier screening revealed four participants that gave flat responses to the 25-item
ASM instrument with 7-point likert scales, and these individuals were eliminated. Another
fourteen participants had a reverse (r> -.40) response pattern to the mean ratings in the same
instrument, suggesting a possible confusion in the labelling of the statements. These partici-
pants were also discarded, leaving 1577 participants in the analysis.
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For the S2 (representative sample from UK) and the S3 (quota sample from Finland), no
outliers were found in the screening stage. It is also worth pointing out that the EFA and CFA
analyses were carried out with binary data (choices of emotions, reasons, and mechanisms)
using polychoric correlations which has been shown to be less prone to produce over-dimen-
sionsalisation than product-moment correlations [25], and we also employ simulation and
optimisation for factor retention in EFA [26] to avoid overfitting.

Reasons for engaging with sad music
The 24 statements related to reasons for engaging with sad music yielded a different overall
number of reasons across the samples (an average of 9.95 reasons in S1, 4.62 in S2, and 8.33 in
S3). The rankings of the reasons also vary between the samples, but there is an overall agree-
ment of the most important reasons. Within all samples, the top five reasons include To listen
to music privately (#2, #1 and #1 for S1, S2 and S3 samples, respectively), closely followed by
beauty of the music (#1, #2, #3), and to get comfort (#3, #4, and #5 reason across samples), and
to reminisce (#5, #2, #5). It is also apparent that some reasons were infrequently chosen, includ-
ing those relating to sharing emotions or choosing sad music because it produces feelings of
belonging. A full list of the ranked frequency of the 24 statements related to reasons for engag-
ing with sad music across the three samples is given in Supporting Information (S2 Table).

Looking at frequency of reasons and background variables, gender seems to play a large role
here. Several themes under reasons were more likely to be nominated by women in all samples;
Women tend to favour statements relating to reminiscing (χ2 = 21.0, p<.001), as well as social
and nurturing reasons such as comforting (χ2 = 22.8, p<.001), channeling (χ2 = 12.5, p<.001),
to be closer to loved ones (χ2 = 10.4, p<.001), or to share emotions with others (χ2 = 12.6,
p<.001). In comparison to women, men favour strategies that involve experiencing new emo-
tions (χ2 = 12.0, p<.001), or sharing music preferences (χ2 = 12.6, p<.001), which possibly
highlight the more cognitive reappraisal strategies in general [27].

To explore the possible structure within these statements, the factorability of responses
across the statements was conducted using the polychoric correlations and carrying out the
EFA with the largest dataset (S1). Healthy Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequacy
(0.84) was obtained. Subsequently, Velicer’s MAP reduction algorithm, which is one of the
most robust ways to determine to determine the number of components [28], was utilised to
find the optimal number of components to extract. This offered 3 components and the factor
analysis with oblimin rotation was utilised to increase the interpretability of the loadings. This
model explained 36% of the variance and obtained a decent fit to the data (RMSR = 0.07).

Improvements were examined by looking at the items obtaining loadings below 0.32. This
led to removal of three items (“to avoid negative thoughts/feelings”, “to gain a more realistic
perspective”, and “other”). This improved the model slightly (χ2186 = 1234.2, CFI = 0.824,
RMSEA = 0.057). Next, the items containing high cross-loadings were eliminated using alpha
factoring criterion (item alphas< 0.60 within each factor are eliminated). This removed two
conflicting items, (“I want to listen privately”, “I want to be closer to my loved ones”) and
yielded a more parsimonious model (χ2101 = 689.2, CFI = 0.869, RMSEA = 0.058). This
pruned version of the model is shown in Table 1. The overall variance explained remained
modest (39%) due to the binary nature of the data. The first reason could be labelled as Reflec-
tion, the second factor as Belonging, and the third factor as Relaxation. The contents of the
three-factor structure that was consistently rated across the participants is shown in Table 1. It
is worth observing that several putatively interesting explanations such as “to gain more realis-
tic perspective” [29] lie outside of the main reasons given for listening to sad music. It should
be acknowledged that listeners may not be able to articulate all of the reasons they have for
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listening to sad music, and, therefore, our list, though culled from a range of past studies, is not
guaranteed to be comprehensive.

CFA of the final three-factor model obtained with the S1 with S2 produces a plausible fit
with the data (χ2(167) = 334.3, p<.001, CFI = 0.886, RMSEA = 0.047, CI90 0.040-0.055) and
CFI = 0.779, RMSEA = 0.071, CI90 0.064-0.078 with S3. Again, the confirmatory model seems
to be overspecified in terms of the incremental fit index (CFI) that penalises the fit for a high
number of parameters. To simplify the model whilst retaining the identified structure, the
three items scoring the highest alphas within the factors was taken from the S1. This model,
consisting of 3 factors with 3 items each (indicated in the Table 1 with α labels), yielded a good
fit for S2, χ2(24) = 53.2, p<.001, CFI = 0.937, RMSEA = 0.052, CI90 0.033-0.071 and an excel-
lent fit for the S3, χ2(24) = 38.7, p<.05, CFI = 0.969, RMSEA = 0.039, CI90 0.012-0.060. Thus,
the simple three factor structure seems to account for the responses of all samples.

To explore the notions behind the factors underlying the reasons for engaging with sad music
in more detail, the responses to the specific statements associated with theory-driven list of six cat-
egories of affects (pleasure, nostalgia, hurt, melancholia, comfort, and pain) are shown in S3 Table.
For broadly positive emotions (pleasure, comfort, nostalgia), the most frequently nominated rea-
sons are similar to the general reasons outlined in S2 Table, consisting of beauty, reminiscing, and
relaxing. For the negative emotions (hurt, pain, and melancholia), which were generally less fre-
quently nominated, the pattern of the most often mentioned reasons is perhaps more interesting,
since it highlights the importance of personal losses and being reminded of loved ones that have
passed away, emphasising that music often conveys a tragic or hopeless narrative.

To expand the reasons underlying choosing to listen to sad music, the relevance of various
mechanisms responsible for music-induced emotions were explored. The list of mechanisms,
though largely derived from Juslin and Västfjäll [30], also included additions such as beauty of
the music [24], sharing emotions with others, and expectations of re-experiences the emotion.
It is clear that the emotional expression of the music itself (#1, #2, and #1 ranked reason for S1,
S2 and S3), the beauty of the music (#2, #3, and #2), and memories (#4, #1, and #3) are the
most often implicated mechanisms. These have already been implicated in several studies [6,
10, 19]. Interestingly, most of the mechanisms linked with music itself such as surprising
events, strong captivating rhythm or expectations about how it will unfold, seem to play a rela-
tively minor role here (from 6 to 16 percent of the nominations across the samples), as can be
seen in summary provided in S3 Table.

To simplify the list of ten mechanisms for the follow-up analyses, the mechanisms were sub-
jected to principal component analysis with the largest sample (S1) using the same parameters
as the analysis of reasons and affects (polychoric correlations, promax rotation with the elimi-
nation of loadings under .32). This yielded a three-component structure that explained 43.3%
(χ2 = 2336, p<.001, RMSR = 0.14) of variance in the nominations of the mechanisms in S1. In
the model, visual imagery, which did not fit any of the components, was eliminated, but other-
wise the model provides an intuitively plausible reduction of the separate mechanisms into
three broad ones, as shown by the last column in S3 Table.

Typical reactions to memorable experiences with sad music
After the generic and unspecific questions about attitudes towards sad music and reasons
involved in listening to sad music, the remainder of the questions addressed a memorable expe-
rience with sad music.

Turning now to the largest sample, the open responses of the participants were analysed
using a thematic content analysis by one of the authors (HP). This is a qualitative analysis
method for identifying and analysing patterns within textual data [31]. The analysis of the
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present study represents critical realism paradigm, which aims to explain and make objective
predictions about reality, but recognises that objective reality is only imperfectly comprehend-
ible [32]. The aim of the analysis was to provide an accurate semantic description of the entire
data set in order to explore the content of the predominant themes.

The initial inductive analysis resulted in 11 thematic categories that contained differing
amount of sub-categories. A 10% random sub-sample of these textual responses was recoded
using the proposed thematic categories by another author (TE) unfamiliar with the initial cod-
ing. This resulted in 92% match in the thematic categories, suggesting a credible content valid-
ity of thematic assignment of the open responses. After a negotiation between the coders, the
final identification of nine themes took place. A proper reporting of the content and meaning
of each theme is beyond the scope of the present article, but a short description of the preva-
lence of important themes is provided below.

The descriptions of the situations indicated that these experiences were typically (49.9%)
related to Difficult situations of life, often connected to significant personal trauma (e.g. death,
divorce, breakup), mental health problems (e.g. depression, insomnia), illness (e.g. cancer),
separation from the loved ones (while travelling alone, being abroad for longer periods of
time), being especially lonely (e.g. being bullied, disconnected from another person) or having
suffered personal failures (e.g. unemployment). 2.6% of the participants did not want to give
any details about their experiences, as they felt the topic was too private to be shared, even
anonymously. These accounts were removed from the qualitative dataset.

Often the music was sought for Comfort and emotion regulation purposes (11%), but people
also experienced memorable moments related to sad music in Unexpected situations (12.8%),
such as hearing music from the radio whilst commuting, or in public venues. On the other
hand, the other kinds of experiences were related to Reminiscing (11.6%), Aesthetic experiences
(8.6%), moments of Introspection or meditation (6.3%), and Pleasure (2.9%). Although listen-
ing to sad music was frequently reported to take place home alone, a noteworthy proportion
(19.1%) of participants’ accounts described public events, such as concerts or religious events,
or even intimate moments of Social sharing (5.3%) related to music listening. Also, memorable
experiences were linked with moments of rest or recovery (3.0%), such as listening to sad music
after a long day of work, or in bed before falling to sleep.

According to the responses, these experiences had typically occurred more than a year ago
(41.9%), involving music chosen by the participants (71.8%) that was extremely familiar
(48.7%) or at least very familiar (26.1%) to the respondents. In the situation remembered, the
participants listened to sad music for a wide range of durations (from less than 5 minutes,
15.1%, to 5-10 minutes 21.0%, 10-30 minutes 23.6%, 30-60 minutes 19.0%, and more than 60
minutes 20.4%). The exact structure of the emotions experienced whilst listening to sad music
in this memorable example are analysed in detail in the next section, but their emotions were
typically highly intense (M = 5.56, SD = 1.20 on a scale of 1-7) and pleasurable (5.35,
SD = 1.57), although these differed across samples, see Fig 1.

Between 20% and 50% of the participants reported reacting to music physically, mainly by
having “chills or goose bumps” (approx. 35% in the S1 and S3, 20% in the S2), by “crying a little
(just wet eyes)” (30-45% across the samples), “I cried a lot” (wet eyes and sobbing) (10-50%),
or other physical reactions (less than 20% of the time), see Fig 1.

Other physical reactions such as dancing, being immobile, and singing were mentioned in
the open comments. When participants were asked to compare how they felt mentally after lis-
tening to the music compared to how they felt before, most of the samples indicated that they
felt better than before, although again, samples differed in proportion of answers given to each
category (see Fig 1 for details). A related question about the changes in physical states painted a
similar but more subdued picture, since a only those keen on sad music (S1) reported feeling
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Fig 1. Percentage of participants indicating physical or mental reactions, changes to states, and pleasure
and intensity related to memorable sad music episodes across samples and gender.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157444.g001
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physically better than before whereas the other samples commonly reported having similar
physical state after listening as before the episode. It is also worth highlighting the proportion
(11.8% and 11.7% for S2 and S3) of people reporting that their mental state actually worsens
after these memorable experiences, suggesting either that these experiences are not entirely
pleasant or that they may also lead to rumination [33].

The physical and mental reactions and changes also exhibit strong gender differences; for
physical reactions, women report more crying than men in all samples (χ2>14.1�� for S1-S3),
which is consistent with crying in general, where women have been shown to be higher in cry-
ing propensity and crying frequency [34, 35]. There are also gender, musical expertise, and
sample differences across the ratings of intensity and pleasure of the memorable experiences.
Samples themselves differ in intensity, F(2,1953) = 8.499, p<.001, where sad music listeners
(S1) report, rather unsurprisingly, higher intensity ratings (M = 5.6, SEM = 0.03) than the
other samples (M = 4.29 SEM = 0.05 and M = 5.42, SEM = 0.06 for S2 and S3, respectively).
Women generally report higher (M = 5.45) intensity than men (M = 5.20), F(1,1953) = 5.4,
p<.05, but this is only evident in S1. Moreover, musical expertise displays a clear main effect of
intensity, where higher expertise yields higher intensity ratings, F(4,1953) = 12.9, p<.001.
None of the factors interact, however. The ratings of pleasure display a similar story; significant
main effects of sample (F = 21.7, p<.001), gender (F = 15.2, p<.001) and musical expertise
(F = 10.7, p<.001) emerged without any significant interactions between them. The ratings of
pleasure are highest in S1 (M = 5.5, SEM = 0.03), and lower in the two samples less interested
in sad music (M = 4.4, SEM = 0.08 and M = 5.1, SEM = 0.08 for S2 and S3, respectively). Con-
trary to the gender differences in intensity, ratings of pleasure are actually higher for men than
for women (across all samples, men M = 5.3, SEM = 0.06 and women M = 5.1, SEM = 0.04),
although this is again driven by the S1 and the comparison within the other samples (S2 and
S3) show no gender differences in pleasure.

Structure of emotions in memorable experiences of sad music
The participants were asked to characterise the emotional quality of their memorable experi-
ence using a list of 36 emotion terms. The response frequency of each term across the three
samples is shown in Table 2. The top rankings across the samples are held by sadness, being
moved, and pleasant melancholia, comfort, and peacefulness, which all have slightly different
emphases and emotional meaning. There are noteworthy differences between the UK (S2) and
Finnish samples (S1 and S3): The amount of terms indicated differs across the samples, S1 indi-
cated a mean of 8.78, S2 4.7 terms, and S3 7.8 terms. The largest differences are related to nos-
talgia (3rd most important for the S2, 10th in the other samples) and wonder (rarely—7%—

mentioned in the S2, mentioned by 30-38% of the S1 and S3). Whether these discrepancies are
due to language and culture or other sample related differences (age, etc.), it is difficult to know
at this point. Otherwise, there seems to be a general consensus on the terms and their suitability
for describing the emotions induced by memorable sad music experiences.

As predicted by past studies [6, 36] using GEMS to assess the emotions relevant in sadness
related to music, there is large diversity present in the responses. However, there seems to be
pattern where similar terms that refer to negative aspects (e.g. “being grief-stricken”, “being
downhearted”, “anxiety”) and positive aspects (e.g. “comfort”, “nostalgia”, “wonder”, “relief”)
of the emotional experiences frequently co-occur. In the case of some of terms (“powerless-
ness”, “being moved”, and “indescribable feelings”), it is difficult to determine whether they are
positive or negative in this context. For subsequent analyses, it is also interesting to note that
the terms in the GEMS scale (9) are well spread in their frequency of use (these are marked
with asterisks in the Table 2), possibly implying a good coverage of the experiences.
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To explore the possible structure behind these indicators of emotions in sad experiences
linked with music, a factor analysis was applied to the response matrix obtained from S1.
Before applying the factor analysis, the terms that were not helpful for the interpretation were
removed (“don’t know”, “other”), and those terms that were rarely mentioned (less than 15%
of the time, see Table 2) were discarded. The factorability of the ensuing matrix was sufficiently
high using polychoric correlations between the columns of the binary data (MSA = 0.82, all
items> 0.74, well above the suggested limit of 0.60). Velicer’s MAP analysis was utilised to
determine the number of factors extracted, which suggested an optimum of 3 factors that cap-
ture the underlying responses in a satisfactory manner (χ2(133) = 1282.5, p<.001, fit = 0.689,
RMS = 0.069). To clarify the interpretations of the components across the factors, principal
components analysis with promax rotation was used in the final estimation of the loadings. To
further prune and improve the model, items with loadings below 0.32 (“humiliation”) and
those obtained lower than 0.60 alphas within the factors (“relief”, and “being moved”, “nostal-
gia”, “indescribable feelings”) were removed, resulting in a slightly better model (χ2(63) =
1080.2, p<.001, fit = 0.753, RMS = 0.081).

The final three-factor model explained 46.0% of variance in the nomination of the emotion
terms (PC1 19%, PC2 14%, PC3 13%) and the intra-factor consistencies were high (Cronbach
αs of 0.87, 0.80, and 0.75, for PCs 1 to 3, respectively). See Fig 2 for the rotated loadings. There
is one curious cross-loading, namely the most popular term in the list, “sadness”, which loads
both onto first and second factors, suggesting that it can be interpreted to be either a negative
(factor 1) or a positive experience (factor 2). Since the survey concerned sadness in association
with music, it is no surprise that this term is frequently chosen, but the way it was interpreted
can vary considerably. Removing this item would slightly improve the consistency of the
model, but sadness is now retained at present.

Table 2. Percentage of participants indicating each emotion term in all samples.

S1 S2 S3 Term S1 S2 S3 Term

76.0 58.4 72.5 Sadness* 19.6 13.5 17.9 Satisfaction

73.2 43.4 68.4 Being moved 19.5 3.1 18.1 Humiliation

48.8 16.9 40.3 Melancholia† 15.2 3.8 12.3 Fear

48.6 16.9 42.5 Comfort 15.1 8.1 13.3 Frustration

41.9 27.6 41.5 Peacefulness* 14.5 10.6 12.1 Power

41.5 13.0 34.1 Sad but elated 14.2 6.3 12.6 Guilt

40.6 12.8 37.9 Powerlessness* 13.2 2.9 8.5 Rapture

37.7 7.0 30.2 Wonder* 12.4 8.3 10.9 Depression

37.5 11.9 32.1 Grief-stricken 9.6 8.5 12.6 Anger

36.8 35.5 33.1 Nostalgia* 7.7 4.9 6.5 Elation

36.1 14.6 35.5 Downhearted† 7.1 9.7 5.6 Uplifted

33.0 15.3 28.3 Relief 6.8 2.5 8.2 Other

27.4 13.3 21.7 Self-pity 5.7 2.9 5.3 Disgust

25.8 25.2 19.8 Tenderness* 5.3 7.0 5.1 Tension*

25.6 13.7 21.0 Joy* 5.0 8.1 4.6 Dismay

25.6 13.0 20.8 Transcendence* 3.3 5.2 3.1 Contempt

22.3 7.4 19.1 Indescribable 2.7 1.6 5.3 Irritation

21.0 6.3 19.8 Anxiety 1.9 10.6 1.4 Don’t know

Table notes. Terms marked with * can be found in the GEMS scale.
† The full terms were “Pleasant melancholia” and “Being downhearted”.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157444.t002
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The three factors can be interpreted to represent “Grief-Stricken Sorrow”, “Sublime Sorrow”,
and “Comforting Sorrow” with clearly distinct profiles in terms of the core affect dimensions
such as valence and arousal. The first factor, labelled as Grief-Stricken Sorrow, has all the nega-
tively valenced terms. Factor 2, titled Sublime Sorrow, is the most positive, containing “joy”, “tran-
scendence”, and “wonder” and factor 3 titled Comforting Sorrow is also positively valenced but a
low arousal variant with items such “tenderness”, “comfort”, and “sad but elated”. An additional
validation of this simple core affect interpretation of the factor solution can be achieved by com-
paring the terms with the valence, arousal, and dominance ratings of the same affect terms [37].
In such an analysis, the factor loadings of the first factor correlate negatively with valence (r(15) =
-.80, p<.001), the third factor negatively with arousal (r(15) = -.43, p = .078), and the second fac-
tor loadings are positively correlated with dominance ratings of the terms (r(15) = -.518, p<.05).

To understand the factor structure better, the factor correlations were checked for consis-
tency across the datasets. This three-factor model was also applied to the other samples (S2 and
S3). This revealed that the factors are not perfectly orthogonal since oblique rotation (promax)
was utilised; however, the correlations are in general small and consistent across the datasets.
The first factor (Grief-Stricken Sorrow) is negatively correlated with the Comforting Sorrow (r
of -.11, -.08, and .19 for S1, S2, and S3, respectively), whereas Sublime Sorrow exhibits slightly
higher negative correlations (r of -.36, -.37, and -.17 for S1, S2, and S3, respectively). Comfort-
ing and Sublime Sorrow do also show positive albeit small correlations with each other (r of .31,
.27, and .23 for S1, S2, and S3, respectively).

EFA with several sadness-specific and theory-driven models
The three-factor solution shown Fig 2 is perhaps the optimal one for this dataset; nevertheless,
it is prudent to formulate alternative structures to explore how much variance is being
explained either by removing or adding factors, or by comparing these sadness-specific models
to other theory-driven models such as GEMS or affective circumplex model.

For the purposes of the comparisons, the data containing the frequent terms was analysed
using structural equation models (SEM).). This was achieved by constructing 1 to 4 factor vari-
ants of the sadness-specific models from the terms, in addition to several theoretically-driven
models such as the GEMS and affective circumplex models. Since the structural equation fit
indices are sensitive to model parsinomy [38], an attempt was made to keep the models compa-
rable with respect to the number of terms. Since our implementation of the main contender,
GEMS, has nine terms, all other models were also applied using nine terms. The terms were
chosen by selecting those that were most reliable within each factor of the model according to
interrater agreements (Cronbach αs).

Two pruned, sadness-specific GEMS models were created. These were based on an optimal
reduction of the nine terms in the GEMS model either to two or three factors based on the
principal component analysis with the present data. A three-dimensional, sadness-specific
GEMS had “feeling moved”, “wonder” and “transcendence” in Factor 1, “sadness”, “powerless-
ness”, and “tension” in Factor 2, and “joy”, “tenderness”, and “nostalgia” in the Factor 3. This
is akin, but not identical, to the second-order factors in [21], in which the UNEASE factor con-
sists of “tension” and “sadness” factors (similar to the Factor 1), VITALITY contains “power”
and “joyful activity”, and SUBMILITY comprises “tenderness”, “nostalgia”, “peacefulness”,
“transdence” and “wonder”, which form new combinations of structures obtained in the prin-
cipal component analysis of the sample S1. A two-factor version of the GEMS was similarly
implemented, by forcing the nine terms into two factors (Factor 1 consisted of “joy”, “being
moved”, “wonder”, “transcendence”, “tenderness”, and “nostalgia” and Factor 2 contained
“sadness”, “powerlessness”, and “tension”).
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Four theoretically inspired models were added to comparisons to critically assess the good-
ness of the sadness-specific models. First, we adopted the original formulation of the GEMS
model by representing the nine emotions with three second-order factors [21]. Models relating
to affective circumplex [39] were created by first associating all the 36 emotion terms with the
normative ratings of valence and arousal for these terms [37]. Then a two-factor valence model

Fig 2. Rotated factors loadings for the three latent affect factors.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157444.g002
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was formed by dividing terms into positive and negative designations according to mean
valence values and taking the nine most reliable ones (highest Cronbach αs within the factors).
This model had “joy”, “wonder”, “transcendence”, “rapture”, “peacefulness” as positively
valenced terms (factor 1) and “powerlessness”, “self-pity”, “anxiety”, and “being downhearted”
as the negatively valenced terms (factor 2). In a similar fashion, a two-factor arousal model was
created, which consisted of the most consistently used high arousal terms (“anxiety”, “inde-
scribable”, “powerlessness”, “anger”) and low arousal terms (“sad but elated”, “comfort”,
“pleasant melancholia”, “tenderness”, and “relief”). All the models thus postulated are compa-
rable in terms of model parsimony, since they have from 2-4 factors represented by 9 items,
yielding comparable though not identical degrees of freedom in the model evaluations.

The models described were used to predict the evaluations given by the S1. The results con-
cerning the four sadness-specific models, displayed in the upper part of the Table 3, are—as
expected—consistent with the first analysis of the optimal structure for this dataset, showing
highest fit for the three-factor solution. The model fit (RMSEA) for 2 to 4 factor models are
decent, although the incremental fit index (CFI) suffers from overspecification since the mod-
els have 4-7 items that overlap considerably within the factors. For this reason, the models
pruned using the within-factor alpha trimming principle (retaining highest alphas), as
explained above, provide a more sensible point of model comparison.

Of the three pruned models—the best model from the sadness-specific analysis (three-factor
sadness model) and the two sadness-specific GEMS models—the pruned three-factor model
reaches acceptable fit in terms of both RMSEA and CFI indices [38]. It is also significantly bet-
ter than the best unpruned sadness-specific model from the previous analysis (χ2 differ-
ence = 1156, p<.001). The two-factor models using the GEMS terms optimised with this data
fail to reach acceptable fit (CFI<.85), whereas the three-factor model with the GEMS terms
fares better by obtaining a marginal goodness-of-fit (CFI = .884) and acceptable error rate
(RMSEA< .057). Both GEMS models are, however, significantly worse than the three-factor
sadness-specific model (χ2 difference = 89.4 and 20.7, both p<.001).

The three theoretical models, which are not specific to sadness except by choice of terms
from within the 36 term vocabulary, produce a spread of fit with the data. The theoretical for-
mulation of GEMS with three factors fails to capture the correlation matrix of the responses
(CFI<.85 and marginal RMSEA value, see Table 3). This is perhaps to be expected, considering

Table 3. The fit indices of the EFAmodels of emotions with sad music based on S1 (n = 1577).

Model χ2 df CFI RMSEA RMSEA CI90

Sadness-specific

One-factor 2423 152 0.543 0.097 0.094-0.101

Two-factor 1366 151 0.755 0.071 0.068-0.075

Three-factor 1280 149 0.772 0.069 0.066-0.074

Four-factor 1422 146 0.743 0.075 0.071-0.078

Sadness-specific Pruned

Three-Factor Pruned 124 24 0.940 0.051 0.043-0.061

Two-factor GEMS terms 213 26 0.819 0.068 0.059-0.076

Three-factor GEMS terms 145 24 0.884 0.057 0.048-0.066

Theoretical

Three-factor GEMS 327 24 0.717 0.090 0.081-0.098

Two-factor Valence 219 26 0.906 0.069 0.060-0.077

Two-factor Arousal 171 26 0.881 0.060 0.051-0.068

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157444.t003
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that the range of emotional experiences differs to that which the original instrument was
designed to capture. The two-factor valence model reaches acceptable fit (CFI>.90 and
RMSEA<.08), suggesting that simply dividing the terms into negative and positive designa-
tions allows the capture of an essential aspect of sad experiences, although the three-factor sad-
ness-specific model provides significantly better fit. The two-factor arousal model, however, is
not appropriate for explaining the underlying correlation matrix of emotion terms, since it fails
in the incremental index (CFI<.90), although the RMSEA values are acceptable.

To summarise, two different types of models seem to account for the responses given on rel-
evant emotions in memorable experiences, one derived from the data itself (three-factor sad-
ness-specific model) and the other from the affective circumplex (the two-factor valence
model). The models derived from GEMS terms seem to have an insufficient number of nega-
tive terms that are needed to account for the kinds of experiences often encountered in these
situations. A model constructed with arousal also fails to capture the essential aspects of the
experiences. However, these exploratory factor analyses can only provide ideas and materials
for a more rigorous comparison, best carried out with separate data and CFA.

CFA with the best models from EFA
From the EFA analysis stage, three plausible models were taken into CFA: the best sadness-spe-
cific model (the three-factor pruned model), the best affective circumplex model (the two-fac-
tor valence model), and the best GEMS model (three-factor GEMS terms model). These
models were applied to the two unused datasets, to the S2 and S3. The purpose was to ascertain
which models retain the predictive capacity to new datasets and how well they generalise across
the materials that have been collected in two different countries. The CFA analyses were carried
out with Lavaan (0.5-18) [40] of R [41]. Table 4 summarises the model performances across
the two new samples.

The sadness-specific model appears to have an acceptable fit to the new datasets, consider-
ing both incremental and error indices (CFI>.90 and RMSEA<0.08), whereas the valence and
the GEMS models fail at least in one of the fit measures (all CFI are<.90). Looking at the
results more closely, the sadness-specific model is more successful in explaining the responses
from the S2 than the S3. This is surprising, considering that the model was developed with the
S1 consisting of Finnish participants, which might be assumed to more closely approximate the
S3, which was a quota sample from the same country. This best model does not appear to suffer
significantly from applying it to either of the new samples, since the fit indices are nearly at the
same level as those in the first evaluation of the model with sample S1 (ΔCFI is -0.0185 and
ΔRMSEA is +0.005 between EFA and the average of two datasets in the CFA).

Table 4. The fit indices of the CFAmodels from S1 applied to S2 (n = 445) and S3 (n = 414).

Model χ2 Df CFI RMSEA RMSEA CI90

Sadness-specific

S2 40.6 24 0.918 0.039 0.016-0.060

S3 51.8 24 0.925 0.053 0.033-0.073

Valence

S2 56.9 26 0.889 0.052 0.033-0.070

S3 71.9 26 0.896 0.065 0.048-0.084

GEMS

S2 126 24 0.615 0.098 0.081-0.120

S3 55.1 24 0.874 0.056 0.037-0.076

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157444.t004
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The valence model outperforms the GEMS model in the both new datasets and also suffers
little loss from EFA to CFA (ΔCFI = -0.0135 and ΔRMSEA = +0.011). The GEMS model is par-
ticularly weak for the S2 and is visibly impaired when the model is taken to the new datasets
(ΔCFI = -0.1395 and ΔRMSEA = -0.02). Even though the GEMS model was optimised with
sadness in mind in the EFA stage, relying on a compact pool of terms seems to constrain the
model in an unfavourable fashion in this context. Switching the language between the datasets
(Finnish and English) is unlikely to be the sole reason for the failure of this model since the
most effective models (the sadness-specific and the valence model) do predict the responses
across the countries in a reliable fashion.

Having established that the three-factor sadness-specific model is adequate in explaining
the range of affective responses in the available datasets, the influence of demographics on the
model factors is explored next.

Individual differences in the three factors of sadness
To explore whether the structure of sadness is similar across participants in all samples, the
scores representing the three components from the best model (three-factor sadness-specific
model using the original, 15-item formulation shown in Fig 2) were subjected to ANOVAs
across the participants’ gender, age and musical expertise. Broadly summarising the results (dis-
played in Table 5), the S1 displayed the largest differences for all factors, the S2 had no signifi-
cant main effects except gender for the first component, and the S3 exhibited mainly gender
effects. Looking at the factors separately, Factor 1 (Grief-Stricken Sorrow) showed significant
main effects of Age (F(5,1524) = 20.8, p<.001) and Gender (F(1,1524) = 12.7, p<.001) but not
Musical expertise (F(4,1524) = 1.1, p = .37) in the S1. Young participants obtained higher scores
(highly significant negative linear contrast for age, t = 8.5, p<.001) and women scored higher
(M = 0.051, SEM = 0.029) than men (M = -0.147, SEM = 0.052), suggesting that these negative
feelings linked with episodes of sad music are more prevalent in younger people and women.
This is also true for the S3 concerning gender (F(1,366) = 19.3, p<.001), where women again

Table 5. ANOVA results of the background differences for sadness components across the samples.

Factor and Sample Gender Age Expertise Interactions

Grief-Stricken Sorrow

S1 12.7*** 20.8*** 1.1 -

S3 19.3*** 1.6 0.9 -

S2 8.2** 0.1 - -

Sublime Sorrow

S1 2.3 1.1 5.8***

S3 1.9 2.2 4.4** G x E*

S2 1.0 1.6 -

Comforting Sorrow

S1 98.4*** 3.0** 5.4*** -

S3 12.6*** 1.4 2.2 A x E*

S2 3.3 1.6 -

Table notes.

* p <.05,

** p <.01,

*** p <.001.

Interactions refer to the first letter in ANOVA factors (G = Gender, A = Age, and E = Expertise).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157444.t005
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scored higher (M = 0.11, SEM = 0.067) than men (M = -0.30, SEM = 0.062), and the S2 obtained
a similar gender difference (F(1,432) = 8.2, p<.01) in this factor. Again, this is line with the past
research showing women reacting more strongly to negative emotions than men [42].

Factor 2, which captures the feelings of transcendence and joy (labelled as Sublime Sorrow),
exhibited only significant main effect of Expertise for the S1 (F(4,1524) = 5.8, p<.001) and the
S3 (F(4,1524) = 4.4, p<.01). The more musical expertise the participants possessed, the higher
the scores for this factor (fitted with highly significant linear contrast, t = 3.5 and 2.7, p<.01,
for S1 and S3, respectively). There was also an interaction between Gender and Age in the S3
(F(4,366) = 2.7, p<.05) which mainly highlights that Finnish men over 65 years obtain particu-
larly low scores in Sublime Sorrow (M = -.77, SEM = .25 whereas the mean for the similar aged
women is.11, SEM = .38).

For the third component (Comforting Sorrow), S1 exhibited significant main effects of Gen-
der (F(1,1524) = 98.4, p<.001), Age (F(5,1524) = 3.0, p<.01) and Musical expertise (F(4,1524)
= 5.4, p<.01). Women obtain lower scores (M = -0.14, SEM = 0.027) than men (M = 0.40,
SEM = 0.052) and age shows differences in the older year categories (highest scores in the
65-year and older participants). Musical training was positively related to factor scores (t = 5.3,
p<.001 with a linear contrast). This suggests that the experiences of tenderness and comfort in
relation to sad music may be more common among musically trained people than amongst
those with less training, at least in those who do prefer to listen to sad music (S1). The S3 did
show a main effect of Gender similar to that of the S1 (F(1,366) = 12.6, p<.001) where again
women display lower scores (M = -0.31, SEM = 0.061) than men (M = 0.00, SEM = 0.068).
Everything considered, there are significant differences in emotions experienced that relate to
simple demographic variables, although the relevance of these differences observed in large
samples remains to be explored in future.

Gender displays the most differences in the analysis, which is in line with other studies of
emotions induced by music. For instance, women tend to favour different regulation strategies
related to negative emotions than men [1], score higher for contagion as a principle for
accounting negative emotions [6], and generally use music more for mood regulation [43].
Such patterns do not seem to be specific to music, since gender differences in self-reports of
emotion has been observed repeatedly across the affective sciences [44], although neural indi-
cators seem to underplay such differences [45]. The key component here is assumed to be
empathy, which is multidimensional ability to understand emotional states of the others.
Although empathy needs to be divided into different subcomponents, such as cognitive or
affective [46] and their exact nature is still undefined, empathy seems to be consistently differ-
ent across gender [47]. The present study cannot pursue the putative explanations, but at least
the gender roles and emotion recognition advantage by women [48] are consistent with the dif-
ferences observed.

Prevalence of broad emotion types related to musical sadness
In the final question, we asked respondents to answer “how often have you experienced the fol-
lowing feelings in the context of sad music”, and offered them the three broad categories of
emotions relevant for sadness and music that were obtained from the previous study [18]. This
question was phrased to be independent of the memorable experience and addressed the issue
of prevalence.

The emotion categories were explained with several labels. The category titled Sweet Sorrow
was expressed with “feelings of comfort”, “relief”, or “joy”.Melancholia consisted of “depression”,
“gloom”, and “sadness” and Grief was defined as “feelings of deep hatred”, “grief”, or “loss”.
Whilst these three emotion categories were not identical to the three factors identified in the
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analysis of structure of sadness in the memorable experiences, they bear strong similarity to
them. The first one, Sweet Sorrow is similar to Comforting Sorrow (Factor 2) although the term
joy itself is here associated with Sublime Sorrow.Melancholic sadness bears closest similarity with
Grief-Stricken Sorrow since the terms (“depression”, “gloom”, and “sadness”) correlate best with
this factor. The third category, Grief, of course, relates to Factor 1 labelled Grief-Stricken Sorrow.
Thus, the factors identified in the present analysis classify sadness-related experiences into two
different types of pleasure and one more aversive group of emotional experiences, whereas the
previous analysis illustrated more the different qualities of negative experiences [18].

Although we can observe the frequencies of the emotion terms relevant for memorable experi-
ences in Table 2, the summary question provides a way of validating the relevance of different
types of emotions in the context of music in general. Fig 3 summarises the proportion of
responses to each of the three emotion categories for all samples. The majority has frequently
experienced Sweet sorrow (“frequently” or “very frequently”, 68%, 20%, and 57% for S1, S2 and
S3, respectively), whereas the Melancholic variety seems to be rarer (35%, 16%, and 29% of the
samples S1, S2, and S3 answered “frequently” or “very frequently”) though not uncommon. The
deeply negative feelings of sadness, involving feelings of hatred, grief and loss, are the least com-
mon emotional experiences in the context of music. 21% of the S1, 10% of the S2, and 18% of the
S3 answered “frequently” or “very frequently” to this question, which is also consistent with the
frequency of similar terms in the memorable experiences (being grief-stricken 36.3%, anger
10.4%, and depression 12.0%, see Table 2). Although these emotions form the least common
broad category of experiences in the context of music and sadness, a fifth of participants reporting
that they frequently encounter these emotions still renders this an important class of experiences.

Characteristics of three types of sadness experiences
To understand whether the three identified types of emotions in memorable sadness experi-
ences are distinct from each other, and how they are connected to the reasons, mechanisms
and reactions, these components were subjected to regression analysis. To minimise the overfit,
the largest sample (S1) was used in building a lasso regression model where 50% of the observa-
tions were used in the training phase with 10-fold cross-validation and the remainder of the
data used for testing. The lasso was chosen to eliminate redundant variables [49] and the evalu-
ation scheme provided a robust measure to identify which combinations of variables would
explain the three sadness scores of each participant. In order to probe the model developed and
assessed with the S1, the model was also used to predict the scores of the samples S2 and S3.

As indicated by Table 6 in which the regression analyses are summarised, the three types of
sadness experiences display reasonable prediction rates (R2adj 0.24 to 0.44) with the 8 to 10 pre-
dictors. Grief-Stricken Sorrow is associated with reflective reasons, high intensity and physical
reactions, and lack of pleasure and changes in mental state (negative coefficients in the latter
two). Given the free responses to these experiences which highlighted their links with funerals
and exceptional situations of coping with loss, the pattern of significant coefficients matches
these and accentuates the negative emotional impact of these experiences. Comforting Sorrow
is linked with the mechanisms of beauty and memory, with belonging as the reason; these expe-
riences are highly pleasurable and lead to positive mental and physical changes. Again, the
coefficients are connected to the contents of the experiences obtained in open responses; such
experiences often relate to rest, meditation, and introspection. Finally, experiences of Sublime
Sorrow are characterised by beauty, aspects of the music itself, relaxation, pleasure, and positive
changes in mental state. Six of the significant features for Sublime Sorrow overlap with Com-
forting Sorrow with the main exceptions being the music as a mechanism for these experiences,
and the fact that reflection and intensity operate in the opposite way in Sublime sorrow when
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compared to Comforting Sorrow. The experiences of Sublime sorrow are strongly characterised
by beauty and pleasure, and linked with the actual music.

When these models are applied to the other two samples (S2 and S3), they generalise fairly
well. For Grief-Stricken Sorrow, there is a 20% decrease when applied to the S2 and 5% dip in
the variance explained when the model is applied to the sample S3. For Comforting Sorrow, the
model applied to the new samples shown an increase (+6% and +1%) in prediction rates. In the
case of Sublime Sorrow, there is a decrease in the fit (-9% and -2%, for S2 and S3 samples).

When other relevant variables—such as Attitudes to Sadness in Music (six factor scores)
[22]—are inserted to the regression models developed with the sample S1 and shown in
Table 6, a small amount of additional variance can be explained (+4% for Grief-Stricken Sor-
row, 0% for Comforting Sorrow, and +1% for Sublime Sorrow). When the question of whether

Fig 3. Frequency of responses to three broad types of emotions involved in music and sadness across the
samples.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157444.g003
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the participants had experienced grief, melancholia or sweet sorrow is added to the models, the
variance explained for each factor show substantial improvements (+9% for Grief-Stricken Sor-
row, +2% for Comforting Sorrow, +2% for Sublime Sorrow). These improvements also carry
over to predicting the factor scores in other datasets, improving their fit (R2adj increases from
0.01 to 0.06). It suffices here to conclude that the main reasons, mechanisms and reactions to
these memorable experiences explain the underlying emotional experiences, and prior experi-
ences and attitudes may be particularly relevant in explaining the experiences of Grief, where
the most significant improvements were observed.

The final analyses examined the extent of differences between the three sadness factors in
terms of the underlying descriptors. A linear discriminant analysis of the factor scores con-
verted into categories by taking the maximum score for each participant addresses this ques-
tion. This analysis was carried out with a partitioning and cross-validation scheme similar to
that of the regression analysis and the number of observations for class was fairly balanced
(39%, 31%, and 30%, for Grief-Stricken Sorrow, Comforting Sorrow and Sublime Sorrow factors,
respectively). The overall classification accuracy of the three factors using multiclass ROC [50]
was 0.781 (Wilks λ (2,22) = 0.62, p<.001), where the Grief-Stricken Sorrow is best predicted
(78.3% classification accuracy on the test set), Comforting Sorrow (65.4%), and Sublime Sorrow
(71.3%). With the baseline rate at 38%, these are good prediction rates and driven by few vari-
ables such as Pleasure (ROC = 0.73, 0.69, and 0.73 for three factors) and Reason—Reflection
(ROC = 0.69, 0.64, and 0.69 for Grief-Stricken Sorrow, Comforting Sorrow, and Sublime Sorrow,
respectively). Again, this discriminant model also delivers above chance level prediction when
applied to the other samples; an equal rate of classification for sample S3 (ROC = 0.784, Wilks
λ = 0.56, p<.001), and a slightly lower rate for S2 (ROC = 0.680, Wilks λ = 0.72, p<.001). In
summary, the succesful discriminant analysis of the factors based on the underlying reactions,
reasons and mechanisms defends their role as independent, separate experiences.

Table 6. Standardised regression coefficients to the Three Emotion Types across Mechanisms, Reasons, and Reactions to memorable sadmusic
experiences (S1, n = 1577).

Grief Comforting Sublime

Mechanism—Beauty 0.139 0.197

Mechanism—Memory 0.111 0.121

Mechanism—Music 0.202

Reason—Reflection 0.454 0.018 -0.222

Reason—Relaxation -0.152 0.072 0.202

Reason—Belonging 0.015 0.106

Intensity 0.185 0.032 -0.057

Pleasure -0.187 0.191 0.234

Physical change -0.106 0.077 0.051

Mental change -0.199 0.114 0.115

Physical reactions 0.160 0.022

Model fit R2adj. R2adj. R2adj.

0.438 0.238 0.371

Model application

S2 0.237 0.295 0.277

S3 0.384 0.250 0.346

Table notes. Lasso regression with λ = 0.1 and 50% sample split for training and testing with 10-fold cross-validation.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0157444.t006
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Discussion
Reactions to memorable experiences of sad music were studied by means of a large-scale survey
that explored the reasons, mechanisms, and emotions of such experiences. Memorable experi-
ences linked with sad music typically occurred in relation to extremely familiar music, that
caused intense and pleasurable experiences, which were accompanied by physiological effects
(such as moist eyes, chills, and tears) and positive mood changes in about third of the
participants.

A consistent set of reasons for these experiences was identified, one relating to relaxation,
another to reflective processes, and the final one to belonging, findings that bear similarities to
previous accounts of reasons for engaging with sad music [6, 18, 19]. However, findings related
to the discovery of a finer structure of emotional experiences within this broad category of sad-
ness diverge somewhat from those of previous accounts, and so will now be discussed at length.

Structure and prevalence of sadness associated with music
The results identified a consistent structure of three types of sadness experiences relevant to
memorable events associated with music-related sadness. The structure discovered was care-
fully validated across three samples and contrasted with pertinent current models accounting
for the same experiences. Each of the factors identified—Grief-Stricken Sorrow, Comforting Sor-
row, and Sublime Sorrow—has a distinct profile in terms of the underlying reasons, causal
mechanisms and reactions elicited. None of the alternative accounts such as GEMS [21] and
valence and arousal framework prevailed in the comparisons with the simplified three-factor
model of sadness. Moreover, the discovered structure is congruous with qualitative accounts of
sadness induced by music [18] and also bears some similarities with other descriptive frame-
works used to explain the reasons for listening to sad music [19].

In a previous study of music associated sadness [18], Joyful sadness experiences were
reported frequently (61-92%) by all the samples, whereas the genuinely negative experiences
(feelings of grief, deep hatred, or loss) were less frequent, but not uncommon in any of the sam-
ples (40-56% of participants had sometimes experienced this type of emotion). The former
observation is perhaps not surprising in the context of music and fiction in general, which is
inherently pleasant, voluntary, and does not have any direct real-life consequences. The latter
observation of genuinely negative experiences is unforeseen, at least with respect to the extant
research literature, which is devoid of such descriptions. The true prevalence of the different
types of emotions is of course difficult to estimate reliably using retrospective surveys, but this
is the first time such estimations have been offered with representative and large sample and
carefully constructed questions. Experience Sampling Methods would be needed to establish a
more accurate account of the everyday prevalence of such emotions [51, 52].

Defusing the paradox of pleasurable sadness
The results help us to contextualise several of the conflicting results obtained in the previous stud-
ies of music and sadness. First of all, the paradox of pleasurable sadnesss is actually less puzzling
if one acknowledges that there are different types of “sadnesses”. Past empirical studies have put
particular emphasis on the pleasurable experiences induced by sad music [5, 6, 9, 53], which
could be close to Sublime Sorrow or at least Comforting Sorrow identified in the present study.
Only few empirical studies have acknowledged the fact that the experiences induced by sad music
might actually be genuinely negative, harrowing and unpleasant [18, 22] although such experi-
ences are acknowledged by ethnomusicological field studies [15, 54]. The third factor in this
study (Grief-Stricken Sorrow) seems to portray such affective experiences, wherein the thematic
analysis of the experiences’ content revealed themes of bereavement, mourning, and loss.
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Secondly, there seems to be a clear difference between an aesthetic emotion, such as the
one labelled here as Sublime Sorrow, and the other type of positive experience, Comforting Sor-
row. The latter is related to other people, to social relationships, and is typically more reflective
than the experiences induced by moving music, which is one of the hallmarks of Sublime Sor-
row. When looking at the qualitative data, lyrics seemed to play a crucial role within the expe-
riences relating to difficult situations of life. This observation stands out in interesting light
when comparing it to a finding by Brattico and her colleagues [12], who discovered that lyrics
(or vocal information in general) may be crucial for defining the sadness of a musical piece.
Furthermore, in their study, participants judged instrumental sad music as more pleasant and
beautiful than music containing lyrics. Thus, it might be that Sublime Sorrow is more relevant
for the experiences of listening to instrumental music, whereas Grief-Stricken Sorrow and
Comforting Sorrow are induced by vocal music with meaningful lyrics. However, since our
participants did not consistently identify the type of music they were describing, this connec-
tion can only be speculated.

If the differences related to sadness are unacknowledged, this could lead research to either
focus on mood regulation strategies [8] if the emphasis is placed on experiences related to
Comforting Sorrow, or to aesthetic experiences [55] when the Sublime Sorrow is the actual
object of study. In some cases, both types of experiences seem to be combined [6], but such
strategies need more refined treatment of the experiences involved in sadness before they will
lead to genuinely novel insights on the topic.

Sadness as a strong experience
Due to the way the research question was formulated around a memorable example, these
experiences—judging by the high intensity of the experiences, open responses, and prevalence
of physical reactions—were closer to Strong Experiences with Music (SEM) than the typical
results os music and sadness offered by laboratory-based studies. The SEM experiences, which
have been extensively documented by Gabrielsson [56, 57], are collected by asking people to
describe their strong and memorable experiences involving music, which is nearly identical to
the somewhat narrower question posed in the present study. It is no wonder that there are
strong similarities between the SEMs and the present findings; typically more than a year had
passed since both SEMs (about 50%) and memorable sad experiences (42%), and the music is
familiar or very familiar to the listeners in both cases (54% in SEMs, 74.8% in sad experiences).
Also, strong experiences with music often feature a similar list of common physical reactions
(crying 24%, chills 10%, and other reactions such as a lump in the throat etc.) observed in the
context of memorable sadness experiences.

Probably the most interesting parallel between SEMS and the memorable sadness experi-
ences with music is that truly negative experiences are not that uncommon in SEMs (23%)
([56], p.387). This mirrors the frequency of responses to experiences of truly negative emotions
(Grief-Stricken Sorrow, rated to be frequent or very frequent by 10-22% of the participants in
the present study, see Fig 3). Although space prohibits a more detailed comparison of SEMs
and memorable sad experiences, the similarities suggest that memorable sad experiences could
be fruitfully interpreted as SEMs, and a closer analysis of the open responses in the framework
provided by Gabrielsson could be a useful way to explore the qualities of these special experi-
ences in more detail.

Methodological implications
The findings of the present study have implications for the content of self-report measures
commonly employed to measure emotions associated with sad music. The affective circumplex
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model does not capture the nuances of these experiences in sufficient detail, which has already
been observed in the past studies [6, 9, 36]. Interestingly, Kawakami [5] proposed four emo-
tional factors that are induced by sad music, although unfortunately this was a modest explor-
atory model since it was based on responses from 44 participants after listening to three
nominally sad excerpts of classical music. As such, their study may be considered to have a nar-
row focus and insufficient quantity of observations for a reliable structure discovery. At the
other extreme, the most sophisticated self-report instrument to measure music-induced emo-
tions to date, GEMS [21], seems to lack sufficient power to distinguish the specialised emotions
involved in sadness. GEMS model consists of nine separate dimensions of emotions, and has
been properly validated with large samples. It has been utilised by several scholars studying
experiences induced by sad music [6, 9, 36], but as it is designed to capture a broad range of
experiences induced by music, the present study suggests that sadness seems to be a theme that
is too specific to approach using GEMS; nevertheless, it still captures a fair amount of the dif-
ferent emotional experiences associated with this specialised topic.

Limitations and directions for future research
There are several caveats of the present study that need to be acknowledged. First, the findings
apply to memorable examples using self-reports, both of which elements have shortcomings.
Nevertheless, self-reports are a cost-effective, robust and valid way of capturing emotions [58],
even though the underlying mechanisms and reasons might be less accessible to the partici-
pants [51]. Also, episodic examples have been shown to be less biased than generic semantic
memories [20]. One problem lies in the highly personal nature of music-induced emotions and
researcher-chosen music is known to be less effective than any personal selections with auto-
biographical memories associated with the music [7, 10]. For this reason, the emphasis on
memorable experiences provides direct, personal insights into the topic in a way that avoids
the need to present researcher-chosen music in an artificial situation to the participants. At the
same time, it needs to be acknowledged that it is an open question as to whether similar pattern
of emotions are evident in unfamiliar, sad-sounding music [36]. Early findings from labora-
tory-based listening studies seem to suggest that emotional experiences induced by researcher-
chosen music could be best captured by specific sadness-related emotional structure [59], but
this requires for further studies utilising a wider range of measures (e.g. psychophysiology and
action tendencies).

Another caveat is the selection and the size of the samples. Here two main ways of sampling,
convenience (S1) and representative (S2), were utilised to provide alternative perspectives on
the topic. Since the samples were from different countries, no direct effects of the sampling
method itself could be studied since the sampling technique was confounded with the sampling
country. Despite being unable to study the effects sampling technique directly, there was an
advantage in having two countries represented in the study. Also, the third sample (S3) was
obtained to explore the age and musical expertise differences inherent in the two samples,
which brought additional information about the role of these factors to the results.

It must be noted that all past studies [5, 6, 36, 60] involving music and sadness have utilised
convenience samples and been significantly smaller in size. Only one broad music and emotion
survey has been carried out with a representative sample [1], in which the focus was not on the
present topic. Nevertheless, it would be valuable to replicate the survey in a few other Western
countries to assess the variability of the results and to obtain better estimations of the preva-
lence of the different types of sadness experiences associated with music. An even more fasci-
nating issue would be to transport the relevant parts of the survey to a few non-Western
countries to learn whether there are any decisive cultural differences within this topic.
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The significant individual variation in memorable experiences linked with sad music is an
interesting aspect of the findings. Although past studies have either downplayed the impor-
tance of individual differences [61] or emphasised their role [1, 36], it was clear that here there
was an interaction between the experiences and musical expertise, age and gender, and that dif-
ferences were more pronounced in samples with higher interest in music. Also, younger and
musical trained participants reported stronger emotional responses in general, which is similar
to more general trends in emotional reactions across the life span [62]. Unfortunately the pres-
ent research could not connect the reasons, mechanisms and experiences to personality traits,
which seems to be particularly relevant for sadness induced by music [4, 9]. This is, however,
easy to remedy in future studies once the right structures and reasons for these emotional expe-
riences have been identified.

Theoretical implications
There have been several attempts of explaining the enjoyment of sadness induced by music
and other fiction. Most of these emphasise the beauty and the lack of real-life repercussions
[24, 63, 64], and in light of our findings, only pertain to one kind of emotional experiences
(Sweet sorrow), but more elaborate theories postulate a more specific mechanism at play. Some
assume [8] that whilst sad music and associated memories are painful, these might turn into
positive emotions, such as nostalgia, afterwards. Whether such transformations could be char-
acterised in terms of distraction or reappraisal processes [65], remains to be explored in follow-
up studies. It is unlikely that this could be classic explanation often dubbed as catharsis, since
such strategy seems to be inefficient coping strategy after induced sadness [66]. A more plausi-
ble explanation is our inherent need to experience different kinds of emotions, which fiction
effectively generates [67]. Finally, going back to functional explanation and biology, Huron has
offered a tantalizing explanation, which utilises the ability of fiction to emulate our experience
of real sadness, triggering an endocrine response (prolactin) designed to alleviate mental pain
associated with significant loss [29]. This hormonal response is experienced as consoling, even
enjoyable, when the real-life consequences of the loss are absent. Indeed, early evidence exists
that prolactin levels are modulated by positive and negative emotion induction, at least in
women [68], but the theory is without corroboration yet. The present findings would suggest
that experiences related to Comforting Sorrow would be most relevant experiences explained
by this theory, whereas the experiences of Grief-Stricken Sorrowmight still be relevant for the
production of prolactin, but since these experiences generated by music are heavily associated
with autobiographical memories therefore characterised by real loss as well, the putative hor-
monal response is unlikely to be converted into pleasure.

In a similar fashion, neural structures associated with different kinds of sadness experiences
associated with music are bound to have different neural correlates. A clear demonstration of
this was a study by Trost and her colleagues [69] who had participants listening to excerpts of
classical music spanning nine target dimensions of emotions. The low arousal aesthetic emo-
tions (transcendence, peacefulness, tenderness, and nostalgia) activated the right ventral stria-
tum, hippocampus, and anterior cingulate and medial orbitofrontal cortex, whereas sadness
itself displayed activations in right parahippocampal areas. Positive emotions have also been
linked with social functions of music, and areas such as superficial amygdala associated with
social signals [70]. An actual grief experience with acute psychological pain is known to activate
rather a different set of brain areas, such as left cuneus and posterior cingulate cortex as well as
posterior cingulate cortex, cerebellum, and parahippocampal gyrus [71]. An interesting follow-
up to recent neuroimaging studies of music-induced sadness [12, 69] would be to differentiate
the types of experiences based on mechanisms, reactions, and valenced descriptions of the
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experience and then dissociate the pertinent neural structures involved in these specific types
of sadness experiences.

In sum, the discussion of all putative explanations of enjoyment of music-induced sadness
has highlighted the need to differentiate the experiences associated with sadness: it is likely that
different types of experiences are governed by different functions, mechanisms and explana-
tions, as discussed above.

Finally, the current results detailing the emotions induced by music linked with sadness
bear similarities to discoveries made in relation to the appeal of sadness in other forms of fic-
tion [72, 73], and even with other negative emotions such as horror in films [74, 75] or disgust
in visual art [76]. Overall, it seems that looking at underlying similarities between different
types of fiction and focussing on a emotional reactions such as “being moved” [77] or “awe” or
the experiences identified as Sublime Sorrow would be putting the notions of classical philoso-
phy of aesthetics—as presented by Burke [78], Kant [79], Hume [80], and Schiller [81]—to
much-awaited empirical scrutiny.
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